Dear friends!
Now - finally my report about my experiences in Haiti
There are so many impressions, which are difficult for me to summarize and tell them in a clear way,
but I will try..
On Saturday, January 16th, at about 10:00pm I got a message from the German Institute of Disaster
Medicine- asking if I would like to go on Monday with Humedica, a christian medical organization (where
I am as well a member of ) to Haiti.
Because I started my new job in Stuttgart just one week ago, I was not prepared for that. I talked to the
responsible doctor on duty on Sunday morning - and he confirmed, that it would be not a problem to
release me to help Haiti. So I got one week leave from my hospital and two more weeks I could use my
part-time ‘holiday’.
Journey
So Monday at 5:00 a.m I went from Stuttgart to Düsseldorf Airport by train and from there by a plane
sponsored by ‘Air Berlin’ with 35 tons of supplies first to Puerto Plata in the Dominican Republic. (The
Airport in Port-au-prince was closed because partly destroyed) From there we should take the bus via
Santo Domingo to Haiti /Port-au- Prince.
Our team (4 Surgeons, 2 Anesthesiologists, 2 General practitioners, 1 Pharmacist, 2 Paramedics, 2
Nurses, 1 Coordinator und 3 Journalists) needed to be very patient during our trip through the D.R.
We could not pass the boarder to Haiti after a long exhausting trip through the D.R., only the next
morning with a so called military guided transport convoy. We spent the night in the dining room of a
hotel on our mats and needed to pay a way to high fee for that minor comfort.
We heard on our also exhausting journey after the Haitian boarder from the strong Aftershock. We
didn’t feel it personally, but the news about it made our hearts tremble.
Housing
In Port-au- Prince we were on a Compound of a Christian American school. In the Classroom we had
our luggage but because oft he danger of Aftershocks we slept at night outside the building on our mats,
sleeping bags and mosquito nets. I was eaten up by Mosquitoes but this anger was taken away by the
beautiful view on the Caribbean sky.
The Leaders oft he school did a great job in making it as comfortable as possible there in all that difficult
circumstances, and cared for our safety.
On the Compound were also some other Help Organizations like World Vision, Kindernothilfe, some
American organizations like Acts of Mercy. With them there was an American Orthopedic surgeon with
whom I worked together on the Africa Mercy in Benin!

Altogether there were about 300 people who shared 4 school- washrooms with toilets, and one shower
in the beginning, later they built 6 more showers with a kind of water hoist system. Simple, but Luxury
for an area of disaster!

.
Food
The school kitchen provided us coffee, white bread, later also Cornflakes and peanut butter in the
morning and in the evening our daily rice with beans and chicken.
For lunch we had at our working sites as well Toast, energy bars and Tuna fish tins, and luckily enough
bottled water which was very important considering the temperatures more then 30° Celsius.
Working Sites:
Leogane
Here was the Epicenter oft he Earthquake, where more than 80% of the houses were destroyed. We had
a ‚Mobile Clinic‘ in Leogane, where mainly our GP’s worked. I was there only one Sunday afternoon.
Grace Children‘s Hospital
That was a former children’s hospital, together with an Eye clinic from the Christoffel – blind-mission.
We organized an OR and Emergency rooms in this hospital
We treated in 4 days about 250 patients there. Mainly injuries through the Earthquake (many femur
fractures, which we treated mainly by traction, and open wounds, where we did dressing changes every
day). We needed to amputate one patients leg, which was trapped for a long time under ruins and
therefore her muscles were destroyed. We saw a lot of critical ill and malnourished children who did not
get enough fluids, because there mother was injured or death, or they had an infection or diarrhea in
addition.
We had also a lot of patients with general problems (headache, stomach pain, scabies, fungous, urinary
tract infection, bronchitis,..) as well as patients with general body pain, which chould be a hint of a
posttraumatic disorder.

Hopital Espoir
In this former maternity clinic, Humedica is working since the 3rd day after the earthquake. There was a
old-fashioned OR, but with the possibility of sterilizing instruments, to work – kind of- sterile. The
anesthesia- machine was broken unfortunately and we did not have oxygen. In the beginning we did not
even have an Ambubag - came only several days later with our supplies. I could do Anesthesia with
Midazolam and Ketamin under spontaneous breathing and, after I had some spinal needles and local
anesthetics as well regional Anesthesia. For Monitoring I had a blood pressure cuff and my ‘clinical
view’.

We did a lot of external fixations on mainly fractures, amputations and wound debridement on
extensive soft tissue injuries.
We had about 60 patients on the wards- most of them slept on mattresses outside on the yard in tents
because of the fear of aftershocks. The operated immobilized patients would have never had a chance
to get outside in time…

Daily we got new fractures, brought by other NGO’s found in all those camps, and we had a lot of
outpatients for dressing changes every day.

Also the former Nurses and doctors oft the hospital who survived started to work with us again, and we
had also some children born during the days I was working there.
Life goes on – also after a disaster 
Danger
E.g. Aftershocks, car accidents because of high traffic, bad roads, sleepy drivers...Once we crossed
accidently a bridge which was half damaged
Some of us got diarrhea (luckily I escaped from that – I might have enough Antibodies from Africa)
Malaria, Hepatitis and HIV during wound care, i.v Injections…

Despite a lot of difficulties and hard work, the time was very fulfilling. We could help a lot of people who
can now look in their future with hope…
We were a great team who worked very well together, and so we could bear many nuisances together.
We did not have any grumbler… among us. We gave all our best under the given conditions.
It is so good to know, how many people thought about us, prayed for us, cared about us, and
encouraged us.
Thank you so much!
And the following teams will still need that. The public interest becomes less and less, the media is
reporting less – but the work will go on. There will still be wounds to be treated, food and water
distributed, and in future prostheses provided. There will be a lot of time and strength necessary to built
Haiti up again.

I hope I could give you some impressions!
Yours, Annette

